
17.871: Solutions for Problem Set 4 

 Red Text denotes stata code 

 Green text denotes stata output, e.g. tables 

 /*Italics*/ denotes comments on code/output 

 

Part I 

(1) 
use gdp_co2_pc_2010.dta,clear 

gen gdp_th = gdppc_2010/1000 

 

/*’egen’ is a useful command to know: it creates new variables based on mathematical transformations 

of existing variables. Here we create variables that list the min and max values of GDP in every cell*/ 

egen mingdp = min(gdp_th)   

egen maxgdp = max(gdp_th) 

/*GDP transformed to 0-1 interval*/ 

gen gdp_trans = (gdp_th - mingdp)/(maxgdp-mingdp)   

 

(2) 
reg co2pc_2010 gdp_trans 

co2pc_2010  Coef.   Std. Err.  t  P>t      [95% Conf. Interval] 

       

gdp_trans 29.92435 2.956125 10.12  0.000 24.09251 35.7562 

_cons       2.192642 .4555538 4.81  0.000 1.293925 3.091358 

 

(3) 
/*The coefficient shows that there is a strongly positive relationship between GDP per capita and CO2 

emissions per capita. It implies that a rise in GDP of one tenth of the total range is associated with a rise 

in CO2 emissions of more than two-thirds of a standard deviation (4.2 kilotons per capita). For instance, 

if Algeria (with a transformed of GDP of 0.028) grew ten times over, reaching the GDP of Germany (with 

a transformed of GDP of 0.28), emissions are predicted to rise by 7.5 kilotons per capita*/  

  

 

 

 



Part II 

(1) 
use cces13_mit.dta,clear 

keep MIT403 pid3 MIT402C weight 

 

/*MIT403 has missing data coded as 5*/ 

gen ID =. 

replace ID = MIT403 if MIT403<5 

 

/*Partisanship variable: code republican as -1, independent as 0 and democrat as -1*/ 

gen partisanship =. 

replace partisanship = 1 if pid3==2 

replace partisanship = 0 if pid3==3 

replace partisanship = -1 if pid3==1 

 

/*MIT402C also has missing data coded as 5 and needs to be in reverse order*/ 

gen fraudfreq =. 

replace fraudfreq=1 if MIT402C==4 

replace fraudfreq=2 if MIT402C==3 

replace fraudfreq=3 if MIT402C==2 

replace fraudfreq=4 if MIT402C==1 

 

/*Regressions*/ 

reg ID partisanship [aw=weight] 

reg ID fraudfreq [aw=weight] 

reg ID partisanship fraudfreq [aw=weight] 

 

/*Results (coefficients):*/ 

Variable Regression 1 Regression 2 Regression 3 

Constant 3.230 2.236 2.369 

Partisanship 0.414  0.298 

Fraud Frequency  0.395 0.356 

 

(2) 
/*In both cases, the estimated coefficients are smaller in the multivariate regression than in the 

regressions with only a single variable. This is because partisanship and beliefs about fraud are positively 

correlated (Republicans are much more likely than Democrats to believe that it occurs), and each are 



positively correlated with preferences for voter ID. In other words, some of the estimated effect of each 

variable in the single-variable regressions is really picking up the indirect effect of the other variable*/ 

 

(3) 

Variable Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect 

Partisanship 0.414 0.298 0.116 

Fraud Frequency 0.395 0.356 0.039 

 
/*Clearly, these can be calculated very mechanically. But let’s also give an example of how to calculate it 

using formulae. We’ll do the calculation for pastisanship*/ 

/*From the lecture slides, we know that the indirect effect is equal to (direct effect of 

partisanship)*[(covariance of partisanship and fraud frequency)/(variance of partisanship)] */ 

/*Let’s find the variances and covariances:*/ 

corr partisanship fraudfreq [aw=weight],cov 

 

             | partis~p fraudf~q 

-------------+------------------ 

partisanship |  .659049 

   fraudfreq |  .255087  1.19619 

 
/*Now, calculate the indirect effect as 0.298*(0.255087/0.65049) = 0.116*/ 

 

(4) 
/*The coefficient on republican shows quite a strong association between partisanship and support for 

voter ID. The coefficient implies that a movement of 0.5 along the republican scale (from Democrat to 

Independent, for example) is associated with a rise of 0.298 along the 4-point voter ID scale. 

The coefficient on beliefs about fraud frequency implies a very strong correlation between these beliefs 

and support for voter ID. A movement of 0.5 up the range of the fraud frequency variable is associated 

with a rise of 0.534 up the 4-point voter ID scale. This is considerably larger than the effect of a 0.5 shift 

in partisanship; in other words, there is a stronger correlation for this variable.  

Finally, the constant suggests that a voter who scored 0 for partisanship and beliefs in fraud would have 

a score of 2.43 on the voter ID scale.*/ 

 

(5) 
/*There are plenty of potential omitted variables that are arguably correlated both with one of the 

independent variables and the outcome. Both are needed for bias to occur. 

One obvious omitted variable here is race, or immigration status. People who do not hold IDs (or cannot 

obtain them) are much more likely to be black or be immigrants, and these groups tend to vote 

Democratic. They are probably more likely to oppose ID laws compared to white voters. It may also be 

that there is a racial element to beliefs about the occurrence of fraud, i.e. white voters may believe that 



black and immigrant voters are likely to commit fraud. This means that some of the estimated effects of 

partisanship and beliefs about fraud may really be due to race. Another possibility is exposure to 

different types of media. Republican voters may be more likely to consume media that emphasizes a 

need for ID, so that some of the estimated effect of partisanship is really just picking up the effect of the 

types of media that different partisans are exposed to.*/ 

 

Part III 

(1) 
reg ID fraudfreq [aw=weight] if partisanship==1 

predict reps, xb 

label variable reps "Republicans" 

reg ID fraudfreq [aw=weight] if partisanship==(-1) 

predict dems, xb 

label variable dems "Democrats" 

Variable Republicans Democrats 

Constant 3.48 2.08 

Fraud Frequency 0.092 0.375 

 

(2)  

graph twoway (line reps fraudfreq) (line dems fraudfreq, lpattern(dot)), /// 

ytitle("Predicted Support for Voter ID", margin(0 2 0 0) size(small)) /// 

xtitle("Beliefs about Frequency of Fraud" "(1='It's very common' - 4='Almost Never Occurs')", margin(0 0 

0 2) size(small)) /// 

title("Predicted Relationship between support for voter ID and beliefs about" "frequency of fraud, for 

Democrats and Republicans",size(medium)) 

 



(3) 
/*The results suggest that beliefs about fraud have a much stronger influence on support for voter ID for 

Democrats, compared to Republicans. For Republicans, whether or not you believe fraud is common does 

not influence support for ID very strongly. Republicans instead have a much larger intercept term, 

indicating that average support for ID is just generally very high, regardless of what one thinks about the 

incidence of fraud. For Democrats, on the other hand, beliefs about fraud really matter. Democrats who 

don’t believe that fraud is common are much less supportive of voter ID than Republicans. However, 

Democrats who believe it is very common show almost the same amount of support for ID as 

Republicans*/ 

 

(4) 
/*Generate dummy variable for Republicans*/ 

gen rep=. 

replace rep=1 if partisanship==1 

replace rep=0 if partisanship==(-1) 

 

/*Generate interaction between Rep and fraudfreq*/ 

gen rep_fraudfreq = rep*fraudfreq 

 

/*Regression with interaction term*/ 

reg ID rep fraudfreq rep_fraudfreq 

      

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ID |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

--------------+------------------------------------------------------- 

rep          1.401593 .2150645  6.52    0.000    .9790024    1.824184 

fraudfreq    .3750094  .0510517 7.35    0.000     .2746953    .4753235 

rep_fraudfreq -.28329  .0784382 -3.61   0.000    -.4374171    -.129163 

cons          2.075275 .1188008 17.47   0.000     1.841837    2.308712 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

/*The coefficients are consistent with the previous results. When rep=0 (i.e., looking at Democrats only), 

the impact of fraudfreq on ID is equal to 0.375, the same coefficient as in the regression for Democrats 

alone, and the intercept is also the same. When rep=1, the intercept jumps to 3.48 and the impact of 

fraudfreq is now equal to 0.375-0.283=0.092, which again are the same values as in the regression for 

Republicans only.*/ 

       


